TWIG (Carolina Biological) – Thousands of three minute videos and experiments for science and math, as well as lesson plans, assessments and diagrams. Contents is appropriate for upper elementary and middle school.

TUMBLEBOOKS - Multi-access ebooks; elementary and secondary collections, fiction and informational text; read-aloud features, French and Spanish versions.

VISUAL LEARNING SYSTEMS – Science videos, animations, images, student activities and more.

Arbordale Publishing

ARBORDALE – Multi-access ebooks informational text and fiction, read-aloud and highlighting features.

Gale Virtual Reference Library

Multi-access ebooks for Social Studies, Science, literary criticism, etc.

INFOBASE ebooks - Multi-access ebooks for Social Studies, Science, literary criticism, etc.

OVERDRIVE – Thousands of ebooks and audiobooks, both fiction and informational text.

Reading A-Z, RAZKIDS, SCIENCE A-Z, etc.

Leveled ebooks, interactive games, and assessments.

Gale Virtual Reference Library

EIliMentary Elbooks

ElEmEntary Ebooks

ARBORDALE – Multi-access ebooks informational text and fiction, read-aloud and highlighting features.

Middle/High School Ebooks

Gale Virtual Reference Library

Middle/High School Ebooks

ElEmEntary Ebooks

ARBORDALE – Multi-access ebooks informational text and fiction, read-aloud and highlighting features.

BRAIN POP - Animated videos on all subject areas including the arts; also includes assessments, mapping activities and games. Also Jr database, Spanish, French and ESL databases available.

BOOKFLIX - Online literacy resource that pairs classic video fiction picture books from Weston Woods with related nonfiction ebooks from Scholastic.

Early World of Learning (World Book)

Narrated stories, interactive games, and original videos that teach critical early childhood themes, including numbers, shapes, community helpers, weather, plants, etc.

TeachingBooks.NET

Includes original video clips of author and illustrators, audio author pronunciation guides, guides to literature, and multimedia resources on children’s and teen informational text and fiction.

This flyer highlights some of the exemplary resources available for purchase through the School Library System. A full listing of resources can be found at:
http://sls.swboces.org/databases